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SALES STYLE

You fall into the Resourceful Sales Style personality group. You are cautious, supportive,
analytical, multitasking and structured. Strengths include collaboration, critical thinking,
needs assessment, efficiency and attention to detail. 

Your column 2 is taller than or fairly equal to your column 1. This means you are team
oriented and supportive; you take a helpful, accommodating approach to sales.

You are a cautious, collaborative individual who favors working toward mutually beneficial
outcomes over competing to win. When working toward new or renewal business, you take a
low-key approach; you do not want to come across as imposing or forceful. 
 
You appreciate a harmonious work environment with limited conflict, so the competitive nature
of a sales role could be challenging or even overwhelming to you at times. 

Assertively approaching people about partnering with you and directly asking for purchasing
commitments might be outside of your comfort zone. To find success in this field, you need to
leverage your strengths and create plans to overcome difficulties. 

You may benefit from seminars/courses on how to capitalize on sales opportunities and
shadowing successful salespeople who can show you a variety of methods for developing and

closing deals. The more information and experience you have, the more confident you feel. 

You are likely best suited for sales that can be attained due to the high-quality service and assistance you provide, such
as inside sales, going after warm leads who are already interested in your offerings, and renewing or increasing
business with existing clients.

If you are in outside sales or a role that requires you to make cold calls, network for leads, or press tenaciously for
purchasing commitments, you must step outside of your comfort zone and challenge yourself to push forward during
sales situations, especially to overcome obstacles like buyer reluctance. 

While being helpful and supportive are admirable qualities, be sure you keep closing sales and revenue growth as your
primary objectives. Unless post-sale service is a part of your job description, do not get bogged down in service tasks at
the expense of cultivating new business. 

A supervisor who makes himself/herself available to counsel you can help you progress within a sales role.

Note: If your columns 1 and 2 are similar in height, you show more assertiveness and initiative for pursuing deals. Yet,
you still possess a healthy amount of caution, so any risks you take are calculated and well thought-out. You are most
proactive when you have clear protocols to guide you and supportive management who offers direction when needed.
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Your column 4 is taller than or equal to your column 3. This indicates you are a pragmatic
thinker and low-key, concise communicator.

You are an analytical, logical problem solver. You target your attention toward concrete
evidence when making determinations and review information objectively to ensure your
decisions are based in fact. 

You are comfortable handling the aspects of a sales role that do not include much people
interaction, tasks such as researching leads and product information or preparing applications
or other paperwork.  

You are apt to use social media, email, and other online resources to develop leads and make
contact with prospects because, as a reserved communicator, extensive networking and
cold-calling might not come naturally to you. 

Sales tasks that require instant social contact, such as networking and cold calling could be
outside your comfort zone. 

Look for ways to uncover the social fortitude you'll need in sales. 

Taking a class about building rapport or being coached on initiating interactions with new people could be beneficial. 

You strive to be a helpful, knowledgeable resource for prospective and existing customers, so you appreciate
opportunities to enhance and grow your industry expertise. 

You likely fare well with people who appreciate do not want to feel forced into a buying decision and who favor working
with someone who is consultative and business centered. 

However, some people prefer to have a personal connection with their sales representative; with these prospects, you
will need to focus on cultivating relationships and ensuring they feel feel positive about working with you. 

Note: If your columns 3 and 4 are relatively equal, you communicate in a manner that is both professional and
personable. You can divide your time between handling socially oriented tasks and activities that require solitary
concentration. Additionally, you solve problems by both talking them through with others and by reviewing pertinent data,
taking all factors into consideration.
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Your column 5 is taller than or equal to your column 6. This indicates you can juggle several
deals at once and acclimate to changes quickly.

You naturally function at a brisk speed. The taller your column 5, the more expeditious your
pace and the more intense your focus on producing fast results. However, your quality
consciousness can sometimes slow down your tempo, particularly when you are attending to a
detailed assignment or important deal. 

You can also feel torn between your inclinations to work quickly and to be accurate and
thorough. Since achieving precision and speed simultaneously is not always feasible, ask your
manager about the priority level of your responsibilities so you can target your attention toward
the most important matters first. 

You are inspired by task diversity, as a great deal of predictability can leave you feeling bored.
You are capable of working within tight time frames, and you are motivated by feeling a
frequent sense of accomplishment. 

You may prefer to focus on short-term goals. It can be difficult for you to persevere with leads
that take a long time to develop, and a long sales cycle could be trying for your patience. 

When handling sales that require additional time and effort, time-management tools can help you monitor your progress
and remind you when to follow up. Set regular checkpoints for yourself so you can gauge your progress.

Note: If your columns 5 and 6 are fairly balanced, you operate at an even pace, combining patience with adaptability.
You multitask moderately and also show persistence to see lengthy or repetitive activities to their conclusions. You are
most efficient when you receive forewarning about deadlines so you can plan ahead for them.
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Your column 8 is substantially taller than your column 7. This means you are extremely
procedural and very focused on precision.

With strong attention to detail and a eye for exactness, you are inclined to follow sales
processes meticulously, especially when doing so allows you to meet or exceed sales targets
and performance objectives. 

Having clear protocols helps you feel more confident in your decisions and enables you to
proceed in the manner you feel is correct, thereby reducing the risk of mistakes and criticism. 

However, be open to developing and trying new sales approaches in order to increase your
productivity and help you close unusual types of deals. Challenge yourself to question
assumptions and expand your perceptions. While it may not come naturally, engage in
constant outside the box thinking so you can position your products and services in new and
better ways. 

Turning in positive sales results and meeting expectations is important to you, as you view
your job performance as a direct reflection of yourself. Consequently, sales rejection can
greatly disappoint you and make you second-guess yourself when pursuing the next deal. 

Remember that turndowns are a part of every sales job and something which all salespeople must contend with. 

Talk to your manager or a trusted colleague about how to approach similar scenarios, as this is apt to bolster your
confidence for future sales. 

Ask what others do to overcome the discouragement that can come from hearing "No"; learning to bounce back from
rejection and not feel it on a personal level is important for long-term success in sales.

You seem well suited for positions that primarily involve earning additional business from existing clients and warm
leads. Such roles often have clear-cut procedures to follow and readily available support for navigating challenging
circumstances. Also, these jobs benefit from your ability to follow up and accommodate customer needs.
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PARTICIPANT'S KEY TRAITS

This summary is based on the highest of the 8 columns. This page is ideal for use with employee
coaching.

Primarily reactive but can act proactively in safe situations, especially when there is support/assistance from a
supervisor. Prefers to avoid risk and confrontation; probably not timid, but may prefer assistance when facing unusual
conflict on the job. Should be comfortable providing a service for others or in a role in which he/she shares success and
contributes as a member of a team. Goals may be fairly modest in nature; inclined to favor the security of a salary over
the instability of commission pay. Advancement expectations are likely to be realistic.

More reserved than outgoing, this person relates well to facts, figures, equipment, or tools. Focuses well on solitary-type
tasks. When interacting with unfamiliar people, he/she feels most comfortable providing or receiving information, rather
than mainly networking. Communicates in a straightforward, practical manner. Objective and analytical; may be skeptical
about taking things at face value. Tends to exhibit a logical, pragmatic approach to problem-solving. Prefers fact-based
feedback rather than generalized public praise.

A relatively fast-paced individual who prefers variety and change to routine and repetition. Can handle some
time-consuming tasks, but may need to break each down into a series of short-term goals in order to gain a sense of
accomplishment. Strives to get things done quickly; should be comfortable with pressing deadlines, new priorities, and
change. More likely to stay motivated when handling multiple responsibilities than when having to focus on and finish
one thing at a time. Routine and repetition will eventually frustrate this person.

A highly detail-oriented, compliant individual who appreciates a very structured work environment. Concerned about
following established procedures and protocol. Needs to ensure that his/her decisions would be in line with
company/managerial expectations; could be very uncomfortable making decisions in new situations without the aid of
guidelines. Strives for precision, co-operation, and organization; self-expectations could be unusually high. May
double-check any project that he/she suspects is less than perfect. Likely to take personal responsibility for any
mistakes; potentially very sensitive to criticism. Looks for close management feedback and support, especially when
handling new responsibilities.
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DEVELOPMENT INSIGHT

COMMUNICATION STYLE

     •    You are more of an attentive listener than a gregarious talker. Reserved, you prefer getting to know new people
           gradually, though this does not mean you are unfriendly or aloof. When you do engage in conversations with
           potential buyers, you are succinct and informative. You may give your words (and actions) considerable
           forethought to ensure they are appropriate for the situation. 

     •    You capably pick up on prospects' buying cues and customize your pitches based on their unique requirements.
           You answer questions thoughtfully and provide detailed, specific answers.

     •    If your columns 3 and 4 are nearly balanced, you are both genial and business focused. You can establish warm
           rapport with potential clients while keeping conversations targeted toward the sales at hand. Moderately outgoing,
           you likely come across as accommodating and supportive.

STRENGTHS

     •    Collaborative, helpful sales style; earning customer loyalty through attentive service post sale; responding to
           questions in a courteous and helpful manner; building cooperative working relationships with customers,
           coworkers and management.

     •    Developing strong knowledge of products and services; identifying and defining buyer needs; collecting data;
           establishing facts and qualifying opportunities; understanding customer buying process and motivations;
           consultative sales style. Understanding and communicating the delivery process and logistical side of the purchase.

     •    Working under deadlines; quickly adapting to the unexpected; multitasking; dealing with interruptions; trying new
           things; rapidly adjusting to shifting priorities; managing competing time demands. 

     •    Strong attention to detail; applying feedback to improve performance; working within a strict sales formula;
           following a sales script; meticulously completing documentation and maintaining account activity records, such as
           customer profiles, planners, order entry and reports. Communicating significant information to sales manager.
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CHALLENGES

     •    Standing firm in negotiations; working around objections; pushing prospects toward buying decisions; directly
           asking for the sale, especially if you sense some hesitation.

     •    Establishing quick rapport with prospects and connecting on a personal level; generating enthusiasm for sales
           proposals; communicating with empathy and staying energized by extensive people contact.

     •    Patience when interacting with prospects, especially those that have a deliberate decision making process;
           following up with slow developing leads. You could have a tendency to take on too much at one time and
           overextend yourself, potentially resulting in disorganization and dropped leads.

     •    Brushing off rejection without letting it impact your confidence. You can have a tendency to feel demoralized by
           refusals, which could make it challenging for you to tackle the next lead. You may want to hide behind non-sales
           tasks, such as documentation, account maintenance and prospect research, in an effort to delay getting back out there.

PACE

     •    You operate at a fast pace and can adapt to priority shifts efficiently. You prefer closing sales quickly and seeing
           your plans come to fruition rapidly. Since you are also focused on the quality of your output, you may sometimes
           slow down your tempo to ensure your results are thorough. 

     •    Achieving precision and speed can be very challenging and stressful, but using tools to organize and prioritize
           your workload may help minimize your potential for overextension. 

     •    When handling slow-to-develop deals, break the sales process into small segments that will enable you to
           visualize your progression.

     •    If your columns 5 and 6 are equal, your pace is brisk yet deliberate. You react to important matters with a sense
           of urgency, but you also have patience to check back with time-consuming sales. You can modify your speed to
           meet the demands of a given day.
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL

     •    The quality of your work is important to you, so you are naturally detail oriented to ensure you do not overlook
           errors or omissions. As long as you do not function at too fast a pace, you focus on the particulars involved in
           developing deals. 

     •    You are apt to find a niche with people who are similarly concerned with precision and appreciate the care you
           take when earning their business. You are thorough when entering orders, preparing applications and other
           paperwork, and handling the administrative or service responsibilities related to securing deals. Since you are
           also inclined to work at a brisk tempo, you would benefit from striking a balance between speed and accuracy to
           avoid causing stress for yourself or undermining your productivity.

     •    If your columns 7 and 8 are balanced, then you focus equally on details and the big picture. Double-checking your
           documentation and data entry can be helpful to ensure you do not miss important items, especially if you are
           working quickly.

MOTIVATIONAL STRATEGIES

     •    Security; harmony; a strong sense of team unity. You work best with safe, reachable sales goals to help build
           confidence. You value available leadership support for handling a difficult negotiation or resolving a conflict with a
           coworker.

     •    Measurable performance targets; an objective work environment; concrete feedback. You like knowing how your
           performance ties to the success of the department/organization. You want specific feedback using proof and
           examples. Educational opportunities and the chance to develop strong knowledge of products and trends in the
           marketplace.

     •    A dynamic work environment; a frequent sense of accomplishment through short-term goals. 

     •    Specific procedures; an available manager who provides ongoing feedback; open lines of communication; clearly
           defined roles and responsibilities; opportunities to check over critical tasks.
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DEMOTIVATORS

     •    Competing with peers; at-risk pay structure; conflict and confrontation. 

     •    Lack of intellectual challenges; subjective performance evaluations; limited opportunities to enhance skills.

     •    A highly predictable work environment; repetitive tasks; lack of variety.

     •    Frequent rejection and criticism; lack of structure and guidelines to follow; conflicting or uncertain job
           expectations.
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ACTION PLAN

     •    With less assertiveness and competitiveness than typically found in sales, you likely have to work against your
           natural tendencies to close deals - a difficult but not impossible thing. Self-awareness of your challenge areas
           goes a long way toward finding techniques that work comfortably for you.           

Coaching areas: Assertiveness, negotiation, conflict resolution and driving people to a decision. Role play on how to
make cold calls and suggest products to prospects. 

     •    Sales development often centers on social interaction and relationships. Work on strengthening people skills, and
           seek coaching on ways to start conversations and build rapport with customers. You might be more comfortable
           using a sales script, at least initially.           

Coaching areas: Communicating with diplomacy/empathy, networking, conversation skills and building relationships. In
sales, verbal and face-to-face communication skills are critical. 

     •    Plan your time realistically, prioritize your work and maintain focus to avoid overextension. Establish short-term
           performance objectives to help you measure progress and stay on track. Break long-range goals into shorter
           stages.           

Coaching areas: Prioritizing workload, managing time and organization.

     •    You value structure, and you have a strong need for exactness, but you can be particularly sensitive to criticism.
           Make yourself comfortable by seeking out detailed instructions for new tasks; find out the best resource for
           answering your questions. Recognize how much double-checking is adequate in order to let go of tasks more easily.          
           

Coaching areas: Coping with rejection, maintaining confidence after a refusal, and dealing with ambiguity. Understand
the circumstances in which independent decision making is encouraged. Depending on the sales culture in your
organization, you might find value in following a sales formula/plan or script until you fully understand parameters and
have a firm grasp on product knowledge. The more you know, the more confident you feel.
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